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About This Game

A Mazeing Tower Defense:  A tower defense game that will test your mazeing capabilities. Enemies aim to seek and eliminate
all your fighting towers. Be sure to build walls to defend them!

Game Features

 Endless Play: An unlimited amount of waves will test to see how far you can go!

 Enemy Variety: Defeat a variety of enemies that will test your tower defense skills!

 Leaderboard: Get the high score and compete against others across the globe!

 Multiple Levels: Try your hand at 9 challenging levels!
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Oh man, I was gonna give this one a positive review at first. The idea of defending your units from the enemy with walls was
completely new to me in a TD. It's flawed, but it was something truly fresh (to me at least!).

But then I kept playing and, well, the content just isn't there. DIfficulty ramps up at a snail's pace. Enemies are all the same and
boring. You only get 3 towers, they all do basically the same job. You are limited to 25 units....

I liked the idea, I though the visuals were good enough, but the fun just isn't there sadly.

Might be worth just a try for curiosity if you can get it dirt cheap, but otherwise skip it.. Crap pathing. You try to maze them
they just walk around the outside of the map. Save your money.. Really has to be the most boring td game ive ever played..
So,,,,, It\u00b4s called A Mazeing Tower Defense.

I fully expected a tower defense where you can build towers in a maze to defend your base.

You can\u00b4t.

. It is bad, boring and buggy. And that fresh twist is... ever heard of the fisherman in Ast\u00e9rix?. I love this game so much
this is the perfect game that was ever created I wanna tell you how much you need to buy this game because it has so much
pottential
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